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S U S TA I N A B L E  F I N A N C E :  
T H E  B I G  P I C T U R E

The financial sector is vital to fund the structural changes 

necessary for the transition towards a zero-carbon sustainable 

economy as set out in the Paris Agreement1. Regulatory actions 

such as the EU Action Plan on Sustainable Finance, as well as 

shifts in consumer attitudes, have driven firms around the globe  

to integrate sustainability concerns into their business models  

and strategies.

As ESG encompasses a wide variety of issues, ranging from the 

carbon dioxide footprint to diversity in the board of directors to 

corruption, the spectrum of financial products targeting these 

is diverse and complex. This paper provides an overview of the 

global market for sustainable financial products, highlights regional 

disparities, and explores the rationale for integrating sustainability 

matters in the investment selection process.

1 UNFCCC: The Paris Agreement

https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement
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With the expected US$ 53 trillion of global ESG assets under 

management by 20252, sustainable finance presents a major 

opportunity, which is also demonstrated by the growth of market 

volumes across asset classes. The volume of sustainable finance 

bonds issued in Q1 2021 was US$ 286.5 billion, representing 

a 186 percent increase compared to Q1 2020. Similarly, the 

sustainable loans volume also more than doubled between these 

periods. Furthermore, equity issued by sustainable companies  

was at an all-time high in Q1 2021, with issues amounting to  

US$ 11.2 billion3.

H O W  D O  F I N A N C I A L  M A R K E T S  R E F L E C T  
T H E  G R O W I N G  A W A R E N E S S  O F  E S G  M AT T E R S ?

The market for sustainable financial products has seen significant 

growth in recent years, developing from a niche phenomenon 

to a major force in the overall financial market. The chart 

below provides an insight into the importance of the market for 

sustainable financial products:

2 Bloomberg: ESG assets may hit $53 trillion by 2025, a third of global AUM (2021)
3 Refinitiv: Sustainable finance continues surge in Q1 2021
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The Principles of Responsible Investment (PRI) are a voluntary set of investment 
principles that offer possible actions to incorporate ESG issues into business 
practice. As of 2020, 3038 asset owners and investment managers with  
US$ 103,4 trillion AUM were signatories of the UN PRI  (Source: UN PRI, 2020).

AUM (USD tm) # OF SIGNATORIES

ACTIVITIES  
IN Q1 20211

US$ 113.6 BILLION  
OF SYNDICATED  

LOANS WITH 
SUSTAINABLE  

LENDING  
PURPOSES

US$ 131.3 BILLION  
TOTAL GREEN BOND ISSUANCE

US$ 11.2 BILLION OF EQUITY ISSUED 
BY SUSTAINABLE COMPANIES

US$ 58.6 BILLION  
OF M&A ACTIVITY 

INVOLVING 
SUSTAINABLE 
COMPANIES

US$ 53trn
expected global ESG AuM in 2025,  

representing more than a third of projected total  
AuM, according to Bloomberg.3

US$ 6.9 trn
estimated annual investments necessary up  
to 2030 to meet climate and development  

objectives (Source: OECD, 2018)4

79%
of global sustainable fund flows are located  

in Europe, showing the strong European leadership  
in the marke, according to Morningstar.5

Source: 1Refinitiv: Reports 2021 Q1 – Sustainable Finance Review; 2UN PRI (2020); 3Bloomberg Intelligence (2021);  
4OECD: Financing Climate Futures: Rethinking Infrastructure Policy Highlights (2018); 5Morningstar: Global Sustainable Fund Flows: Q1 2021 in Review

https://www.bloomberg.com/professional/blog/esg-assets-may-hit-53-trillion-by-2025-a-third-of-global-aum/
https://www.refinitiv.com/perspectives/future-of-investing-trading/sustainable-finance-continues-surge-in-q1/
https://thesource.refinitiv.com/thesource/getfile/index/f5e0218a-a2de-4fe2-a864-438b0231b5d2
https://www.unpri.org/pri/about-the-pri
https://www.bloomberg.com/professional/blog/esg-assets-may-hit-53-trillion-by-2025-a-third-of-global-aum/
https://www.oecd.org/environment/cc/climate-futures/policy-highlights-financing-climate-futures.pdf
https://www.morningstar.com/content/dam/marketing/shared/pdfs/Research/global-esg-q1-2021-flow-report.pdf?utm_source=eloqua&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=&utm_content=27223
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Almost all issuers 
of securities expect 
to redeploy capital 

in response to 
environmental and 

social challenges and 
opportunities over the 
next five years (HSBC 

Survey, 2020)1.

The vast majority of 
investors perceive 
environmental and 

social issues as 
important or very 
important (HSBC 
Survey, 2020)1.

The majority of 
investors perceive 
that the COVID-19 

pandemic has 
changed how they 

consider ESG issues 
in their investments 

(HSBC Survey, 2020)1.

Percentage of asset owners considering the factor extremely  
or somewhat important (Morgan Stanley, 2020)2

W H AT  A R E  T H E  M A J O R  D R I V E R S  O F  G R O W T H  F O R  
T H E  S U S TA I N A B L E  F I N A N C E  M A R K E T ?

There are several factors for including sustainability concerns in 

the investment decision-making process. Besides the alignment 

of investments with organizational values, there are also pecuniary 

reasons for the integration of ESG information. The following chart 

provides an insight into the perception of issuers and investors of 

sustainable investing:

As evidenced by 76 percent of asset owners citing evolving policy 

and regulations as an important factor driving the adoption of 

sustainable investing4, the regulatory focus on the risks associated 

with climate change is a major contributor to the increasing 

significance of sustainable financial products. As pointed out by 

the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), climate related risks 

and the associated so-called “green swan” events can potentially 

be extremely disruptive for the financial sector, jeopardizing the 

stability of the financial system.5 Thus, future regulation will 

continue to focus on sustainability matters and thereby fuel future 

growth of the market.

Moreover, the steadily increasing quality of sustainability reporting 

is of substantial importance for the sustainable finance market, 

as currently 53 percent of investors interested in allocating 

their assets based on ESG criteria perceive poor data quality 

4 Morgan Stanley: Sustainable Signals: Asset Owners See Sustainability as Core to the Future of Investing (2020)
5 Bolton, P., Despres, M., Da Silva, L. A. P., Samama, F., & Svartzman, R. (2020). The green swan

MARKET PERCEPTION OF SUSTAINABLE INVESTING

FACTORS DRIVING THE ADOPTION OF SUSTAINABLE INVESTING

97% 89% 87%
Constituent demand

Financial return potential

Evolving/regulations

Risk management

Activities of peer organizations

Mission alignment

81%

78%

76%

75%

68%

64%

Sources: 1HSBC Sustainable Financing and Investment Survey 2020, 2Morgan Stanley: Sustainable Signals: Asset Owners See Sustainability as Core to the Future of Investing (2020);  
3Amel-Zadeh, Amir, and George Serafeim. “Why and How Investors Use ESG Information: Evidence from a Global Survey.” Harvard Business School Working Paper, No. 17-079, February 2017

97%
The vast majority of investors deem non-financial 

information material to investment decision  
making because it affects a company´s  

reputation and brand.

93%
Perceive non-financial information as  

material for investment decision making as 
it exposes potential threats of litigation and 

regulatory intervention.

85%
Agree that non-financial information signals 

a company´s long-term approach to business 
strategy and is thus material. 

Perceived materiality of ESG information3

https://www.morganstanley.com/content/dam/msdotcom/sustainability/20-05-22_3094389 Sustainable Signals Asset Owners_FINAL.pdf
https://www.bis.org/publ/othp31.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1DBQv77u8NWV44lhZRzxOjh9JGyp7RUKBFxP_nQvIYayqpZ0Q_roacfBw
https://www.sustainablefinance.hsbc.com/mobilising-finance/sustainable-financing-and-investment-survey-2020
https://www.morganstanley.com/content/dam/msdotcom/sustainability/20-05-22_3094389%20Sustainable%20Signals%20Asset%20Owners_FINAL.pdf
http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:HUL.InstRepos:30838135
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H O W  D O E S  T H E  P E R C E P T I O N  O F  E S G  D I F F E R 
A M O N G  G E O G R A P H I E S ?

or availability of ESG data as a major challenge.6 With the EU 

progressing the regulatory framework for sustainability disclosures 

with the proposed reform of the Non-Financial Reporting Directive 

(NFRD), data quality and availability will increase substantially in the 

near future. Other geographies are also making significant progress 

on the reporting of non-financial information, with more than 1,500 

organizations globally supporting the Task Force on Climate-related 

Financial Disclosures (TCFD) recommendations. The increasing 

availability of ESG data represents a significant opportunity for 

investors as it allows to reliably measure and compare the ESG 

performance of companies.

Other major forces driving future growth of the market for 

sustainable finance are the varying attitudes towards sustainable 

investing and the generational wealth transfer. Whilst 74 percent 

of millennials want to achieve a positive social impact with their 

investments, only 68 percent of baby boomers agree on that7. 

Considering that for the US in Q4 2020, 52.7 percent of household 

wealth was owned by baby boomers, and only 4.8 percent by 

millennials8, the difference in attitudes might have a significant 

impact on the market for sustainable financial products, once 

wealth is passed down through the generations.

The perception of investors and issuers of securities on the 

future importance of sustainability matters differs strongly across 

geographies, with some market participants perceiving the 

development as only a short-term trend, whilst others expect 

the development to be of a long-term nature. The chart below 

illustrates how market participants in different geographies 

perceive the importance of sustainable investing:

6   BlackRock 2020 Global Sustainable Investing Survey
7 Natixis 2021 ESG Investor Insights Report
8 Federal Reserve: Distribution of Household Wealth in the U.S. since 1989
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PERCENTAGE INVESTED SUSTAINABLY LONG-TERM DIRECTION OF SUSTAINABLE INVESTING

Sustainable investments defined as portfolios with a distinct ESG objective, 
applying exclusionary screening criteria or optimizing towards ESG (Source: 
BlackRock 2020 Global Sustainable Investing Survey)

There are strong regional differences in the perception of long-term sustainable 
investing. Importantly. Globally only 5% of investors believe that sustainable 
investing is only a short-term trend, showing the long-term perspective most 
investors take in these matters (Source: BlackRock 2020 Global Sustainable 
Investing Survey).

Central to strategy

Niche Exposure

Short term and will not develop

https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/blackrock-sustainability-survey.pdf
https://www.im.natixis.com/us/research/esg-investing-survey-insight-report
https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/z1/dataviz/dfa/distribute/table/#quarter:119;series:Net%20worth;demographic:generation;population:all;units:shares
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The regional disparities for sustainable finance become evident 

when analysing the expected share of sustainable investment. 

Whilst American investors expect this share to be at 20 percent  

in 2025, EMEA investors expect 47 percent of their investments  

to be made with consideration of ESG aspects.9 One major reason 

for this is the regulatory attention the EU devotes to sustainable 

finance. Channelling private investment into areas driving the 

transition towards net-zero emissions is one key element of  

the European Green Deal, aiming to make the EU climate-neutral 

by 2050.

However, President Biden’s Executive Order on Tackling the Climate 

Crisis10 will impact investments made in sustainable finance by 

US investors. In particular, the US Climate Finance Plan11, which 

aims to mobilize capital to assist developing countries in their 

transition towards a climate-resilient, sustainable economy might 

create major opportunities in the global sustainable finance market. 

Notably, 11 percent of American investors still consider sustainable 

investing as a short-term trend that will not develop further, 

standing in stark contrast to the direction the regulation is taking9.

9 BlackRock 2020 Global Sustainable Investing Survey
10 White House: Executive Order on Tackling the Climate Crisis at Home and Abroad
11 US International Climate Finance Plan

H O W  C A N  E S G  M AT T E R S  B E  R E F L E C T E D  I N  
T H E  I N V E S T M E N T  A P P R O A C H ?

As the size of the sustainable finance market has grown, several 

approaches for including ESG information in the investment 

strategy have emerged in the financial industry, ranging from 

exclusions based on norms or other criteria to impact investing 

with the goal of achieving ecological or social effect in addition to 

financial returns. The chart below illustrates the most important 

approaches investors follow:

SUSTAINABLE INVESTING APPROACHES

EXCLUSIONARY SCREENING

•  Excluding investment 
projects that do not comply 
with social or environmental 
criteria

•  Avoiding investments in 
companies engaged in 
undesirable activities

•  Examples may include  
exclusions of companies  
in the tobacco or  
gambling industry 

ESG INTEGRATION

•  Inclusion of ESG issues in 
the investment analysis

•  Assessing the impact of  
material ESG factors on 
future cash flows, growth 
rates and competitive 
position

•  Examples may include 
vulnerability to climate  
change, board diversity  
and labor relations

BEST-IN-CLASS SCREENING

•  Selecting those investment 
opportunities, where the 
company performs better 
for selected sustainability 
criteria

•  There is a possibility that 
projects are selected, which, 
viewed in an absolute 
context, would not be 
considered sustainable 

THEMATIC ESG INVESTING

•  Identifying investment 
opportunities best positioned 
to profit from structural 
trends such as water 
management and  
climate change 

•  Focusing on specific issues 
(investments could have  
weak performance on other  
ESG criteria)

IMPACT INVESTING

•  Aiming to achieve social 
or environmental effects in 
addition to financial returns

•  Impact measurement based 
on defined objectives and 
performance targets

US$ 19.8 trn

US$ 17.5 trn

US$ 1.8 trn

US$ 1 trn

US$ 444 bn

Market Volumes as of 2018, Source: Global Sustainable Investment Alliance, 2018 Global Sustainable Investment Review 

https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/blackrock-sustainability-survey.pdf
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/01/27/executive-order-on-tackling-the-climate-crisis-at-home-and-abroad/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/U.S.-International-Climate-Finance-Plan-4.22.21-Updated-Spacing.pdf?source=email
http://www.gsi-alliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/GSIR_Review2018.3.28.pdf
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Interestingly, despite the widespread use, investors perceive 

negative screening as the least investment beneficial, with the 

integration of ESG matters into the investment analysis process  

and best-in-class screenings considered to be more beneficial.12  

As investors implementing negative screening refrain from 

investing in certain industries such as gambling or tobacco, they 

do miss out on the higher expected returns these so-called “sin” 

stocks achieve.13

Research on how integrating ESG concerns into the asset allocation 

decision process affects performance does not provide a definite 

answer. El Ghoul and Karoui (2017) provide two competing 

hypotheses on how integrating ESG concerns in the investment 

decision-making can affect returns. On the one hand, screening by 

ESG factors reduces the number of investment opportunities and 

increases monitoring costs, reducing returns. However, on the other 

hand, by targeting sustainable companies, fund managers may 

be selecting firms with strong financial fundamentals, resulting in 

better fund performance. One study suggests that an increase in 

the level of corporate social responsibility comes at the expense of 

reduction in risk-adjusted performance for mutual funds, however 

investors in more socially responsible funds are less sensitive to 

performance.14

12 Amel-Zadeh, Amir, and George Serafeim. “Why and how investors use ESG information: Evidence from a global survey.” Financial Analysts Journal 74.3 (2018): 87-103.
13 Hong, Harrison, and Marcin Kacperczyk. “The price of sin: The effects of social norms on markets.” Journal of financial economics 93.1 (2009): 15-36.
14 El Ghoul, Sadok, and Aymen Karoui. “Does corporate social responsibility affect mutual fund performance and flows?.” Journal of Banking & Finance 77 (2017): 53-63.
15 Refinitiv: Sustainable finance continues surge in Q1 2021
16 S&P Global Market Intelligence: Q1 2021 M&A and Equity offerings report
17 Plug Power Press Release Details
18  Friede, Gunnar, Timo Busch, and Alexander Bassen. “ESG and financial performance: aggregated evidence from more than 2000 empirical studies.” Journal of Sustainable Finance &  

Investment 5.4 (2015): 210-233.
19 Cheng, Beiting, Ioannis Ioannou, and George Serafeim. “Corporate social responsibility and access to finance.” Strategic management journal 35.1 (2014): 1-23.
20 Lamont, Owen, Christopher Polk, and Jes s Saa -Requejo. “Financial constraints and stock returns.” The review of financial studies 14.2 (2001): 529-554.

H O W  I S  T H E  E Q U I T Y  M A R K E T  A F F E C T E D  B Y  E S G ?

With more than US$ 11.2 billion of equity issues by sustainable 

companies15, the market for equity issued by companies with a 

sustainable business model is still rather small, when compared  

to the overall volume of equity issuances of US$ 348 billion in  

Q1 202116. However, the interest of the stock market in issuances 

such as the US$ 2 billion capital raise by Plug Power17, a company 

developing fuel cell systems for e-mobility, clearly shows that there 

is a demand for equity by sustainable companies. More important, 

however, is the effect ESG matters can have for the overall market.

Currently, scientific research does not unanimously agree on 

whether ESG factors affect corporate financial performance 

positively or negatively. However, a meta study combining the 

findings of more than 2000 empirical studies found a non-negative 

relation between ESG criteria and corporate financial performance 

in 90 percent of the reviewed findings.18

For instance, Cheng et al. (2014) show that firms which perform 

better for CSR metrics face lower capital constraints.19 The authors 

argue that this relation materializes via two distinct mechanisms. 

Firstly, as better CSR performance is associated with superior 

stakeholder engagement, managers adopt a long-term rather than 

a short-term orientation, reducing potential agency costs. Secondly, 

public disclosure of CSR activities decreases informational 

asymmetries between investors and firms, reducing perceived 

risk. In addition, Lamont et al. (2001) show that capital constraints 

affect firm value because a financially constrained firm is unable 

to finance all potentially profitable investment projects, resulting in 

lower returns.20

Khan et al. (2016) show that when differentiating between 

investments companies made in material and immaterial 

sustainability issues, firms with good performance on the material 

https://dash.harvard.edu/bitstream/handle/1/30838135/17-079.pdf?sequence=1
http://dlc.dlib.indiana.edu/dlc/bitstream/handle/10535/6420/The Price of Sin The Effects of Social Norms on Markets .pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2699353
https://www.refinitiv.com/perspectives/future-of-investing-trading/sustainable-finance-continues-surge-in-q1/
https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/research/q1-2021-ma-and-equity-offerings-report
https://www.ir.plugpower.com/Press-Releases/Press-Release-Details/2021/Plug-Powers-2B-Capital-Raise-Marks-the-Largest-Bought-Deal-in-the-CleanTech-Sector/default.aspx
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/20430795.2015.1118917?source=post_page---------------------------
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/20430795.2015.1118917?source=post_page---------------------------
https://dash.harvard.edu/bitstream/handle/1/9887635/cheng,ioannou,serafeim-Corporate Social Responsibility and Access to Finance.pdf?sequence=1
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=113336
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sustainability issues outperform those with poor performance on 

these issues, suggesting that investments in sustainability issues 

can be shareholder-value enhancing. Moreover, it is shown that 

investments in immaterial sustainability issues have little positive or 

negative value implications.21

Following Cornell and Damodaran (2020)22, we propose a more 

nuanced view on investments in sustainability matters. For some 

firms, investment in corporate social responsibility offers tangible 

financial benefits, whilst for others they only create additional costs 

with no offsetting benefits. Therefore, the discussion on whether an 

investment in sustainability matters is financially viable needs to be 

done on an individual project and firm basis.

21 Khan, Mozaffar, George Serafeim, and Aaron Yoon. “Corporate sustainability: First evidence on materiality.” The accounting review 91.6 (2016): 1697-1724.
22 Cornell, Bradford, and Aswath Damodaran. “Valuing ESG: Doing good or sounding good?.” Available at SSRN 3557432 (2020).
23 Refinitiv: Sustainable finance continues surge in Q1 2021
24 S&P Global Market Intelligence: North American M&A surges in Q1 to 2nd-highest deal volume this century
25 IHS Markit: ESG on the Rise: Making an impact in M&A
26 Ehlers, Torsten, and Frank Packer. “Green bond finance and certification.” BIS Quarterly Review September (2017).

H O W  D O  E S G  C O N S I D E R AT I O N S  A F F E C T  M & A  A C T I V I T I E S ?

In Q1 2021, global M&A activity involving sustainable companies 

amounted to US$ 58.6 billion, clearly showing that transactions 

related to sustainable companies are of significant size.23 However, 

when considering that the total value of M&A activities announced 

in Q1 2021 was at US$ 409 billion for North America alone24, 

sustainable transactions currently account for only a small part of 

the overall market.

Nonetheless, ESG considerations are becoming increasingly 

important in M&A decision-making, in particular because poor 

performance for ESG metrics of a target company can pose 

significant litigation, regulatory and reputational risks for the 

acquiring company.

In a survey among private equity, asset management and corporate 

executives, 90 percent of respondents stated that they conduct an 

ESG due diligence as part of the M&A process, with 67 precent 

citing business risk including potential litigation as the most 

important motive for taking ESG into account.25

In the context of M&A due diligence, key ESG risks such as 

climate change, greenhouse gas emissions, diversity and labour 

practices are evaluated. Notably the list of risks included in the 

analysis continues to be extended as more ESG information 

becomes available. To mitigate the risks resulting from misconduct 

allegations, an increasing number of M&A agreements also contain 

so-called “Weinstein Clauses” requiring the target to disclose 

misconduct allegations before the acquisition is closed.

It is important to note that 77 percent of respondents stated 

that a negative assessment of ESG factors lowers the valuation 

significantly, demonstrating the need for the acquiring party to 

invest into restructuring and repositioning the acquisition target if it 

performs poorly on ESG aspects.26

https://dash.harvard.edu/bitstream/handle/1/14369106/15-073.pdf?sequence=1&mod=article_inline
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3557432
https://www.refinitiv.com/perspectives/future-of-investing-trading/sustainable-finance-continues-surge-in-q1/
https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/latest-news-headlines/north-american-m-a-surges-in-q1-to-2nd-highest-deal-volume-this-century-63960023
https://www.mergermarket.com/assets/Ipreo Q1 2019 Newsletter_AW_FinalLR.pdf
https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt1709h.pdf
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H O W  A R E  E S G  M AT T E R S  R E F L E C T E D  I N  T H E  B O N D  M A R K E T ?

The market for Green Bonds has seen strong growth in the recent 

years, with companies such as Volkswagen and Unilever issuing 

Green Bonds to finance their transition to a climate resilient 

business model. In addition, sovereign green bond issues by the 

Netherlands, France and Germany show the commitment of the 

national governments to stimulate the market with these issues 

certainly having signalling power for the wider financial markets.

However, particularly in light of the COVID-19 pandemic,  

social bonds have also gained in importance, as social  

differences have further increased. The chart below provides  

a more detailed illustration of the market for Green, Social  

and Sustainable (GSS) Bonds:

Risk characteristics of a green bond are essentially identical to 

those of a conventional bond issued by the same organization, 

however the majority of studies show that issues of green bonds on 

average face lower spreads, as an increasing number of investors 

prefer holding green bonds due to their sustainability promises. 

However, not all green bond issues are priced at a premium, with 

some of them priced at spreads above the matched conventional 

bonds.26

Bachelet et al. (2019) demonstrate that for an issuer to realize 

lower funding costs, an established reputation or a verification 

of the sustainability claims is necessary, in order to reduce 

asymmetric information and to guarantee investors that no 

greenwashing is taking place.27

26 Ehlers, Torsten, and Frank Packer. “Green bond finance and certification.” BIS Quarterly Review September (2017).
27  Bachelet, Maria Jua, Leonardo Becchetti, and Stefano Manfredonia. “The green bonds premium puzzle: The role of issuer characteristics and third-party verification.” Sustainability 11.4 

(2019): 1098.

SUSTAINABLE DEBT

TOTAL MARKET 
VOLUME IN US$ BN1

ISSUANCES IN 2020  
IN US$ BN1

317 160

249

290

316

1,100

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%Source: 1Climate Bonds Initiative: Sustainable Debt Global State of the Market 2020

•  Proceeds are used to finance 
climate- or environment-
related projects in the 
areas of:

 –  Energy efficiency & 
renewable energy

 –  Pollution prevention  
and control

 – Clean transportation

•  Major issuers: Daimler, 
Volkswagen, Unilever, Apple

•  Proceeds are used to finance 
social welfare investments 
for an identified target 
population, projects funded 
may be in the areas of:

 –  Affordable basic 
infrastructure / housing

 –  Access to essential 
services

 – Employment generation

•  Major issuers: Bank of 
America, CaixaBank, LBBW

•  Bonds financing a 
combination of both  
Green and Social projects, 
expected to provide  
both environmental  
and social benefits

•  Offer a greater flexibility to 
issuers as they include a 
more diverse set of eligible  
investment categories

•  Major issuers: Burberry, 
Alphabet, Starbucks

GREEN BONDS SOCIAL BONDS SUSTAINABILITY BONDS

https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt1709h.pdf
https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/11/4/1098
https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/11/4/1098
https://www.climatebonds.net/files/reports/cbi_sd_sotm_2020_04d.pdf
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Currently the Principles for green, social and sustainability bonds 

issued by the International Capital Markets Association (ICMA) play 

a major role as best-practice standards in the industry. However, 

the Principles issued by the ICMA are only recommendations to be 

adopted on a voluntary basis.

One important regulatory initiative impacting the market for 

sustainable bonds are the EU Green Bond Standards (EU GBS) 

proposed in the EU action plan on sustainable finance adopted by 

the Commission in 2018. The ultimate decision on how and in what 

legal form the EU GBS is implemented, will be part of the Renewed 

Sustainable Finance Strategy of the European Commission, which 

is expected to be published shortly.

Nonetheless, the report on an EU GBS by the Technical Expert 

Group (TEG)28 on sustainable finance does give some indication 

on what the upcoming EU GBS might look like. The proposed EU 

GBS demand that the proceeds of an EU Green Bond issuance 

are invested into projects aligned with the EU Taxonomy. As the 

Taxonomy regulation already demands from companies disclosing 

non-financial information to include information on their Taxonomy-

aligned activities, the insights gained from that analysis can be 

further processed when issuing EU Green Bonds, facilitating the 

classification of investment projects for issuers. Moreover, the 

alignment with the EU GBS needs to be externally verified, reducing 

the information asymmetry between issuer and investor.

Importantly, the proposal foresees that the EU GBS are voluntary 

standards, thus issuers not willing to use the term “EU Green Bond” 

are not obliged to follow the EU GBS, with non-EU issuers also 

having the option to issue bonds under the framework. Integrating 

the EU GBS within the EU framework for sustainable finance will 

certainly be beneficial for the green bond market within the EU, 

providing greater clarity and consistency on what constitutes a 

green project.

H O W  W I L L  R E G U L AT I O N  A F F E C T  T H E  F U T U R E  O F  T H E 
S U S TA I N A B L E  B O N D  M A R K E T S ?

28 Technical Expert Group: Usability Guide EU Green Bond Standard

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/business_economy_euro/banking_and_finance/documents/200309-sustainable-finance-teg-green-bond-standard-usability-guide_en.pdf
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29 Goss, Allen, and Gordon S. Roberts. “The impact of corporate social responsibility on the cost of bank loans.” Journal of Banking & Finance 35.7 (2011): 1794-1810.
30 Capasso, Giusy, Gianfranco Gianfrate, and Marco Spinelli. “Climate change and credit risk.” Journal of Cleaner Production 266 (2020): 121634.
31 Ehlers, Torsten, Frank Packer, and Kathrin de Greiff. “The pricing of carbon risk in syndicated loans: which risks are priced and why?.” Journal of Banking & Finance (2021): 106180.
32 ABInBev Press Release

ESG matters are also relevant for pricing loans, as severe ESG 

issues can result in financial distress, directly impacting a firm’s 

ability to repay creditors. This hypothesis is supported by Goss  

and Roberts (2011) finding a premium averaging between  

7 and 18 basis points for firms with below average ESG records. 

Especially for unsecured loans, lenders are more sensitive for  

CSR concerns.29

Particularly for investments in carbon-intensive industries such as 

the oil industry or manufacturing transitory risks play an important 

role for future profitability. Capasso et al. (2020) indicate that 

carbon-intense companies face a higher probability of default as 

their future cash-flows are likely to be affected by progressively 

stricter climate-related regulations.30

Following Ehlers et al. (2021), these risks of climate policy changes 

aiming to reduce Carbon dioxide emissions are reflected in the 

pricing of syndicated loans resulting in a loan risk premium for 

carbon-intensive borrowers. However, the risk premium is not 

sufficient to fully internalize the potential impact on repayment 

capabilities by the introduction of carbon taxes. Moreover, as 

only Scope 1 emissions are priced, the transition risks arising 

for companies depending on carbon-intensive inputs in their 

production process are not properly captured.31

In view of the unique access to information credit institutions have, 

taking sustainability information into consideration in loan pricing 

is necessary to mitigate and efficiently price the risks associated 

with ESG matters. Sustainability-linked loans offer the opportunity 

to integrate ESG concerns in the contractual terms of a loan by 

incorporate pricing mechanisms incentivizing improvements for 

specific sustainability metrics. In February 2021, Anheuser-Busch 

InBev announced a US$ 10.1 billion sustainability linked revolving 

credit facility, with pricing linked to improvements in the areas  

of water efficiency, recycling, renewable energy and reducing  

GHG emissions.32

H O W  I S  T H E  L O A N  M A R K E T  A F F E C T E D  B Y  T H E  I N C R E A S I N G 
A W A R E N E S S  O F  E S G  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S ?

https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/47667523/1-s2.0-S0378426610004498-main.pdf?1469966260=&response-content-disposition=inline%3B+filename%3DThe_impact_of_corporate_social_responsib.pdf&Expires=1623744088&Signature=a6IczOf-aqqvRo-MVz6A6JN-pJX1uOpVGXdNwOAbLkN29zjdiEIB~kzSPy5hK2oadlGwGW7McJ7qI4FzIF0m7EpyJxVdxZzk4mMuQI-XX4aOZcwbEY4eKNA0xc6NAxw6mQdwntF7cWyVhVU0msNF5uA8mm6w24IfpT3wyv98yGq7R6dSsVWy1nsGWWqMMR5jDx6BqQR2e9X9eyZ9H9CVbPZd4pvRpDR-ru76loZhDEZZcoXYxBUlJ~Sz25JE3bEYxZAozTEc-wfU8oeZyOzolSsMSQl7kQ9tqFWhkbWeNyEabhR0KWfbwmTc3HxDsdkoGw-uR4XJM9iJjP31MU5Cfg__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/271750/1-s2.0-S0959652620X00175/1-s2.0-S0959652620316814/am.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjELj%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJGMEQCIBakzzcZuIh2FB2Y%2FpNwxYe6TMJBjmKowj9i6oOTtrGVAiBaylJTcV%2FZ7ON%2F41BzRF0EZnchy%2B4qnyHp2GWm6d8mGSr6AwhxEAQaDDA1OTAwMzU0Njg2NSIMeY72MhoMpYAiIpIEKtcDRB%2FSWopdZNyOtnPAOCcxr%2BgsBtcQIa7Uxt8StIBtSxjVQqzGKwZMZaHkJteGcBxmBjc2on1B88b9JaQ8Y87IGd9IRzD7aEKzWYchbcFSSkvskmANcf5qL1wve3h3lx0AgUayPVJGeZ5YXtso8zxNfio7IZEue%2FhEsFv251mzhUX6LHzCIDNpDIad9bHsTOidBWa0mtMFlTzOn4hFTHqow25ZbAXB3gQ0KwbGQpokZZu5G5vfA4WA3ocpIgEHHcJZKxlk5oj1rVCFpzrJGHxeOJcLmQifIecukKsd0Wp2GbzFomK6TWRvXmJaV85c1pAKOfArIYHbJtNB3aqrkjrFL1QbxD1IS%2B8z7h9gVRBKBywyjHNpjR%2B9jXGvCSifBHkpxL%2Bmdfd4Qda5gTJDAZzyw5RCL5%2Bp7pnttOIDLycolFPNeUFh9nBGlC7B7M7JFf37XGIIoXWt0z1%2Fs8WQ8saxUWyIhe5SUeU8IQl0hwvtwiouh7vXuy6QORtld3aYm4BYzJO4G71rpJIVF1BlqsbAwWkq0rHKOq4K1ar9y3kfCON1f1p9RUyQf5sX8HEGF2CjkAgD6ZxXDhL6lEZyFvXGzfH5ca5KTFJUbA3SE%2BWC4gyEjOhEU4OVMOXI%2FIUGOqYBz8wWk%2FKJQ1J8VDPn56UlwwhWVYVC2oGeVG3vuEqjAuAM5w0CVIuhGCvQjjI3vRBvLFdFY4zaUjLWyBEGemUGP%2BTfU0t9NmqycQuzoPOpRLHYEjBXiiMdYWGHjQQhz0sVjjbCGfqooYz2k8lGUli82jD2cnAyR0Q1t7GXRwJ9lD1Vur7XDnQEBPpLUSgZ0GqlGz8XO1G1vCefFkuHb7b0oKpAHEdMoA%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20210608T091846Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAQ3PHCVTYVYVGIDCK%2F20210608%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=30d808a4718ef59ec846a87a0302936f69b70379e1db9f5344e4403802a05389&hash=3e1226129669502ed671d6119ee0fd61687e8686949306dc8e47aa8c1a6d7191&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S0959652620316814&tid=pdf-a6a316eb-4ae5-4ddf-bb24-d1c38f04a07d&sid=66dd7000673194445d8bf48470ba0ff4ed15gxrqb&type=client
https://www.bis.org/publ/work946.htm
https://www.ab-inbev.com/content/dam/abinbev/news-media/press-releases/2021/02/ABI Sustainability-Linked Loan Announcement_EN_vfinal.pdf
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33 WFP: Risk of hunger pandemic as coronavirus set to almost double acute hunger by end 2020
34 Climate Bonds Initiative: Sustainable Debt Global State of the Market 2020
35 S&P Global Market Intelligence: ESG funds beat out S&P 500
36 OECD: Focus on green recovery

H O W  D I D  T H E  C O V I D - 1 9  P A N D E M I C  A F F E C T  T H E  
M A R K E T  F O R  S U S TA I N A B L E  F I N A N C E ?

Social inequality was exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic, 

with the World Food Programme (WFP) indicating that the lives and 

livelihood of an additional 130 million people are at risk due to the 

effects of the pandemic, nearly doubling the number estimated 

prior to the emergence of the pandemic.33

In a Capco webinar on the regulatory perspective of ESG, Frank 

Pierschel, Chief Sustainable Finance Officer at BaFin (Germany’s 

Financial Supervisory Authority) drew attention to this social risk 

dimension of the COVID-19 pandemic:

“Corona as a (massively materialized) social transition risk has 

clearly shown us that it can come much faster, entail massive 

policy decisions, and emerge in a materiality that threatens 

financial market stability.”

As investors are increasingly taking the social and environmental 

implications of their investments into account, the rise in social 

risks as a result of the pandemic was reflected by a surge in the 

social bond market. The volume of issuances reached US$ 249 

billion, representing a ten-fold increase on the prior year. Pandemic 

bonds substantially contributed to this, accounting for 34 percent 

of social bond issuances in 2020.34

Moreover, with several ESG exchange-traded funds and mutual 

funds outperforming the broader market during the COVID-19 

pandemic35, the business case for investing sustainably has  

gotten even stronger during the pandemic.

As the pandemic slowly begins to weaken with the vaccination 

campaigns taking effect, governments around the globe are 

concerned with the question of how the economic recovery from 

the pandemic-related losses should be carried out. The recent G7 

summit expressed in their joint statement the need for recovery 

plans to address ESG issues:

“Our plans for the recovery from COVID-19 need to put us on a 

path to strong, sustainable, balanced, inclusive and resilient growth 

by not only addressing the immediate challenges arising from the 

pandemic, but also the long-term shifts in the global economy and 

society, including demographic, technological, and environmental 

trends, and inequalities between and within countries, many of 

which have been magnified by the COVID-19 pandemic.”

The so-called green recovery is already taking place, with the 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 

estimating that within COVID-19 recovery measures, US$ 336 

billion have been allocated to environmentally positive measures.36 

This support by public policy measures will certainly further 

stimulate the market for sustainable finance.

https://www.wfp.org/stories/risk-hunger-pandemic-coronavirus-set-almost-double-acute-hunger-end-2020?_ga=2.184716590.628375576.1623660506-1639832806.1623660506
https://www.climatebonds.net/files/reports/cbi_sd_sotm_2020_04d.pdf
https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/latest-news-headlines/esg-funds-beat-out-s-p-500-in-1st-year-of-covid-19-how-1-fund-shot-to-the-top-63224550
https://www.oecd.org/coronavirus/en/themes/green-recovery
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36 OECD: Focus on green recovery
37 BlackRock 2020 Global Sustainable Investing Survey
38 Chava, Sudheer. “Environmental externalities and cost of capital.” Management Science 60.9 (2014): 2223-2247.
39 Carney, Mark. “A new horizon.” Speech at the European Commission Conference: A global approach to sustainable finance, Brussels, March 2019.
38 Chava, Sudheer. “Environmental externalities and cost of capital.” Management Science 60.9 (2014): 2223-2247.
39 Carney, Mark. “A new horizon.” Speech at the European Commission Conference: A global approach to sustainable finance, Brussels, March 2019.

Environmental issues are currently at the forefront of sustainable 

investing with 88 percent of investors prioritizing the environmental 

aspects of ESG in comparison to social and governance matters.37 

However, the COVID-19 pandemic has clearly shown the need for 

investments to be made with social objectives.

As we have demonstrated, ESG considerations will be relevant 

for all investors, regardless of whether they pursue sustainable 

investing as an objective or not. Higher cost of equity and debt 

capital for companies subject to exclusions due to environmental 

screens are an important driver of sustainable economic activities 

as they have the potential to cause companies to internalize their 

environmental externalities.38 Mark Carney, the United Nations 

special envoy for climate action and finance emphasized in a 

speech at a European Commission Conference:39

“  Financial policymakers will not drive the transition to a low- 

carbon economy. Governments will establish the climate  

policy frameworks, and the private sector will make the  

necessary investments.”

Therefore, integrating sustainability considerations into the 

investment analysis process, business model and business strategy 

is key to capture the opportunities sustainable finance presents, but 

also to achieve the goals laid down in the Paris agreement.

Despite the many reasons for considering sustainability matters 

in the investment process, effectively implementing them in the 

investment decision-making process and in risk management 

remains challenging.

Contact us to learn more about how we can leverage the increasing 

availability of sustainability information for your institution and how 

to set up the necessary environment for data management and 

analysis. Take advantage of the opportunities that the shift towards 

sustainable growth offers your organization.

C O N C L U S I O N

https://www.oecd.org/coronavirus/en/themes/green-recovery
https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/blackrock-sustainability-survey.pdf
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1677653
https://www.bis.org/review/r190322a.pdf
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1677653
https://www.bis.org/review/r190322a.pdf
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